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Abstract

We propose a goodness-of-&t statistic for testing exponentiality based on Hoe1ding’s maximum
correlation. We study its small and large sample properties, we obtain its exact distribution, tables
of exact and asymptotic critical values, and some power curves. We compare this statistic with
the Gini statistic, the Shapiro–Wilk statistic for exponentiality and the Stephens’ modi&cation of
the latter.
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1. Introduction

Let F1 and F2 be two cdf’s having second-order moments. The Hoe%ding maximum
correlation �+(F1; F2) is de&ned as the correlation coe>cient corresponding to the
bivariate cdf H+(x; y) = min{F1(x); F2(y)}, the upper Frechet bound of F1 and F2,
i.e., the upper bound of the Fr-echet class F(F1; F2) of bivariate cdf’s with marginals F1
and F2, ordered according to their correlation coe>cients. H+ is a singular distribution,
having support on the one-dimensional set {(x; y)∈R2: F1(x) = F2(y)}, and

�+(F1; F2) =

(∫ 1

0
F−
1 (p)F

−
2 (p) dp− �1 �2

)/
	1 	2; (1)
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where F−
i is the left-continuous pseudoinverse of Fi, �i=E(Fi) and 	

2
i =var(Fi); i=1; 2

(see, e.g., Cambanis et al., 1976). Here the notation E(F) represents the expected
value of any random variable whose cdf is F , and analogously for var(F). �+(F1; F2)
is a measure of agreement between F1 and F2, since it equals 1 i1 F1 = F2 (a.e).
Cuadras and Fortiana (1993) proposed the statistic �+(Fn; F0) as a qualitative measure
of goodness-of-&t of an iid sample, with empirical cdf Fn, to a given distribution F0. In
this paper, we implement this idea in the form of a speci&c test and study its properties.
Given n random variables iid ∼ F , we will test

H0: F = F0 ≡ Exp(0; ); ∈R+;

where Exp(0; ) is the exponential distribution with location parameter � = 0 and un-
known scale parameter ¿ 0, F0(x) = 1− exp(−x=); x¿ 0. To this end, we propose
the statistic

Qn =
sn
Hyn
�+(Fn; F0); (2)

where Hyn, s
2
n and Fn are the empirical mean, variance and cdf, respectively, of the iid

random variables y1; : : : ; yn. The motivation for this de&nition is that, as shown below
(see Lemma 2.1), we have the equality

Qn =

∑n
j=1 lnj y(j)∑n
j=1 y(j)

; (3)

where (y(1); : : : ; y(n)) are the order statistics of the sample, which enables us to borrow
results from the theory of L-statistics.
Our &rst aim is to obtain the critical values of Qn. For small sample sizes, we will

use its exact distribution under H0, which is derived in Section 2. For large sample
sizes, we will use the asymptotic distribution under H0 of the auxiliary function

Lan = sn�
+(Fn; F0)− a Hyn (4)

which is obtained in Section 3. Next, in Section 4, we compute the power of the
test based on Qn and compare it to those of the Shapiro–Wilk test of exponential-
ity, the test based on the Stephens’ modi&cation of the Shapiro–Wilk statistic, the
test based on the Gini statistic and the test based on another statistic also derived
from Hoe1ding’s maximum correlation (See Fortiana and Gran-e, 1999), designed for
testing goodness-of-&t to the two-parameter exponential distribution, denoted here by
Q∗
n .

2. Exact distribution of Qn under H0

Let y1; : : : ; yn be n random variables iid ∼ F0=Exp(0; ), with empirical distribution
function Fn, and let y(1); : : : ; y(n) be the order statistics.
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Lemma 2.1. The statistic Tn = sn�+(Fn; F0) is an L-statistic;

Tn =
1
n

n∑
j=1

lnj y(j);

where

lnj = (n− j) log(n− j)− (n− j + 1) log(n− j + 1) + log(n); 16 j6 n; (5)

and 0 log 0 ≡ 0.

Proof. Using (1) with Fn and F0; �+ can be written as

�+(Fn; F0) =
1
sn

(∫ 1

0
F−
n (p)F

−
0 (p) dp−  Hyn

)
;

since the mean and the standard deviation of the exponential distribution is . The
integral in the numerator of �+

∫ 1

0
F−
n (p)F

−
0 (p) dp=

n−1∑
i=0

∫ (i+1)=n

i=n
− log(1− p)y(i+1) dp

=−
n

n−1∑
i=0

y(i+1)[(n− i) log(n− i)

− (n− i − 1) log(n− i − 1)− log n− 1]:

Letting j = i + 1 we have

∫ 1

0
F−
n (p)F

−
0 (p) dp=


n




n∑
j=1

[(n− j) log(n− j)− (n− j + 1) log(n− j + 1)

+ log (n)]y(j) +
n∑
j=1

y(j)




and the result follows.

Proposition 2.1. TheQn statistic de;ned in (2) does not depend on the scale parameter;
and can be written as

Qn =
∑n−1

l=1 anlzl∑n
l=1 zl

; (6)
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where anl = log(n=(n− l)); l= 1; : : : ; n− 1; and z1; : : : ; zn are iid ∼ Exp(0; 1) random
variables.

Proof. Suppose xj = yj=; j = 1; : : : ; n; so that

Qn =

∑n
j=1 lnjx(j)∑n
j=1 x(j)

; (7)

from David (1981; pp. 20–21); for j=1; : : : ; n; the transformation zj=(n− j+1)(x(j)−
x(j−1)); where; by convention; x(0) = 0; gives n iid ∼ Exp(0; 1) random variables; and
the jth order statistic from the standard distribution can be written as

x(j) =
j∑

k=1

(x(k) − x(k−1)) =
j∑

k=1

zk
n− k + 1

: (8)

Substituting (8) in (7);

Qn =

∑n
j=1

∑j
k=1 lnj zk =(n− k + 1)∑n

j=1

∑j
k=1 zk=(n− k + 1)

=

∑n
j=1 log(n=(n− j + 1)) zj∑n

j=1 zj
:

De&ne anj=log(n=(n−j+1)); j=1; : : : ; n; then an1=0. We obtain (6) making l=j−1
and rearranging terms.

Let N =
∑n−1

j=1 anjzj and D =
∑n

j=1 zj, so that Qn = N=D.

Lemma 2.2. The characteristic function of the vector (N;D) is

’(N;D)(t1; t2) =


n−1∏
j=1

(1− i(anjt1 + t2))−1

 (1− it2)−1

with (t1; t2)′ ∈R2; i =
√−1.

Proof. In matrix notation; N=a′z; D=1′z; where a=(an1; : : : ; an;n−1; 0)′; z=(z1; : : : ; zn)′

and 1= (1; : : : ; 1)′. We also consider the matrix A = (a; 1)′. Then;(
N

D

)
= A z:

From the transformation formula of characteristic functions by the action of an a>ne
map

’Az(t) = ’z(A′t);

for t = (t1; t2)′ ∈R2. Since z1; : : : ; zn are random variables iid ∼ Exp(0; 1);

’z(A′t) =


n−1∏
j=1

’zj ((anjt1; t2))


’zn((0; t2));
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where

’zj ((w1; w2)) = (1− i (w1 + w2))−1; j = 1; : : : ; n:

Since Qn is a quotient of linear combinations of iid ∼ Exp(0; 1) random variables, to
obtain its exact probability density function we can adapt the technique used in Dwass
(1961) and Matsunawa (1985).

Proposition 2.2. The exact probability density function of Qn is given by

f(t) = (n− 1)
n−1∑
j=1

an−3nj

n−1∏
k=1; k �=j

(anj − ank)−1 (1− t=anj)n−2 1(0; anj)(t); (9)

where anj = log(n=(n− j)); j = 1; : : : ; n− 1; and 1 denotes an indicator function.

Proof. Using Lemma 2.2 from Matsunawa (1985); we obtain the characteristic function
of (N;D):

’(N;D)(t1; t2) =
n−1∏
j=1

a−1nj
n−1∑
l=1

Cl anl[(1− it2)− ianlt1]−1(1− it2)1−n;

where

Cl =
n−1∏

k=1; k �=j

(
1
ank

− 1
anj

)−1
:

Inverting this characteristic function; following (2.16) in Matsunawa (1985);

f(N;D)(w; s)

=
n−1∑
l=1

Cl
n−1∏
j=1

a−1nj 1(0;+∞)(w) 1(0; s anl)(w) e
−s
(
s− w

anl

)n−2/
"(n− 1);

for (w; s)∈R2+. Applying a change of variables and noticing that

Cl
n−1∏
j=1

a−1nj = a
n−3
nj

n−1∏
k=1; k �=j

(anj − ank)−1;

we get the probability density function of Qn;

f(t) =
∫ +∞

−∞
|s|f(N;D)(ts; s) ds:

We have developed a Mathematica program implementing these algorithms. Fig. 1
shows two examples of probability densities of Qn, and Table 1 in the appendix contains
exact critical values of Qn for a bilateral test at the 5% signi&cance level.
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Fig. 1. Probability density functions of Qn for n = 5, on the left, and for n = 10, on the right.

3. Asymptotic distribution of Lan under H0

Proposition 3.1. (i) The function Lan de;ned in (4) is a linear combination of the
order statistics x(1); : : : ; x(n) from the Exp(0; 1) distribution

Lan =

n

n∑
j=1

canjx(j)

with coe<cients

canj = lnj − a; 16 j6 n

and lnj were de;ned in (5).
(ii) Letting �an = E(L

a
n) and 	2n;a = n var(L

a
n), we have

�an = 

[
log
(
nn

n!

)1=n
− a

]
;

	2n;a = 
2[A0(n) + A1(n)a+ a2]; (10)

where A0(n) and A1(n) depend only on n.
The sequence {	2n;a} converges to 	2a = 

2(a2 − 2 a+ 2), when n→ ∞.
(iii) We have the following convergences in law:

√
n[Lan − �an]

L→
n→∞N(0; 	

2
a); (11)

√
n

[
Lan − �an

]
	n;a

L→
n→∞N(0; 1): (12)
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Proof. (i) From Lemma 2.1

Lan =
1
n

n∑
j=1

lnj y(j) − a Hyn =
1
n

n∑
j=1

canjy(j) =

n

n∑
j=1

canj x(j)

with

canj = lnj − a; 16 j6 n:

(ii) From the general asymptotic theory of L-statistics (Shorack and Wellner, 1986),
Lan can be written as

Lan =
∫ 1

0
J an (t)F

−
n (t) dt;

where

J an (t) = n(1− t) log
(

1− t
1− t + 1=n

)
+ log

(
1

1− t + 1=n

)
− a

and F−
n is the pseudoinverse of the empirical distribution function. The expectation of

Lan under H0 can be computed as

�an =
∫ 1

0
J an (t)F

−
0 (t) dt;

where F−
0 (t) = − log(1 − t); 06 t6 1. Alternatively, it can be computed directly

from the expression in (i)

�an =

n

n∑
j=1

(lnj − a)mj

where mj =
∑j

k=1 (n − k + 1)−1 is the expected value of the jth order statistic from
the standard exponential distribution. See Fortiana and Gran-e (1999) for more details.
The variance of Lan is

var(Lan) = 	
2
n;a=n;

where

	2n;a =
∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
J an (s)J

a
n (t)[min(s; t)− st] dF−

0 (s) dF
−
0 (t): (13)

Since the integrand is symmetrical,

	2n;a = 2
2
∫ 1

0

(
J an (s)

∫ s

0
J an (t)

t
1− t

dt
)
ds
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and, partitioning the region {(s; t)∈R2 : 06 s6 1; 06 t6 s} in three parts,
A = {(s; t)∈R2: 06 s6 1− 1=n; 06 t6 s};
B= {(s; t)∈R2: 1− 1=n6 s6 1; 06 t6 1− 1=n};
C= {(s; t)∈R2: 1− 1=n6 s6 1; 1− 1=n6 t6 s};

we consider the following expansions:

log(1− s+ 1=n) ≈ log(1− s) +
m∑
k=1

(−1)k+1
k

(n(1− s))−k ; (14)

when s¡ 1− 1=n, and

log(1− s+ 1=n) ≈ log(1=n) +
m∑
k=1

(−1)k+1
k

(n(1− s))k ; (15)

when s¿ 1− 1=n. We have used Mathematica to compute the integrals on the three
regions, obtaining A0(n) and A1(n) in (10). To attain the intended precision, (14) was
expanded up to m= 2 and (15) up to m= 5.
Since J an is continuous and bounded a.e. (F

−
0 ), we can permute the limit with the

integral. Thus, to compute 	2a = limn→∞ 	2n;a, we just need to substitute

J a(t) = lim
n→∞ J an (t) =−[1 + log(1− t) + a]

for J an in integral (13). Analogously, we have

	2a = 2
2
∫ 1

0

(
J a(s)

∫ s

0
J a(t)

t
1− t

dt
)
ds

= 22
∫ 1

0

(
[1 + log(1− s) + a]

∫ s

0
[1 + log(1− t) + a]

t
1− t

dt
)
ds

= 22(1− a+ a2=2):

(iii) Convergence (11) is obtained from Theorem 1 of Shorack and Wellner (1986,
pp. 664–665). Convergence (12) is immediate from (11) and from the fact that 	2a =
limn→∞ 	2n;a.

To compute critical values we have used the normal approximation based on (12)
which, having a higher convergence rate than (11), gives a more powerful test. This
normal approximation is rather good (for example for n = 20 we obtain a relative
error of 0:6% on the right tail and a relative error of 1:8% on the left tail). On the
other hand, while it is actually possible to compute the exact critical values from (9),
the computational cost required for solving equations involving piecewise polynomial
functions of degree n increases steeply with the sample size.
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Fig. 2. Power curves of Qn for A2 family of alternatives, with  = 1, (see Section 4.1 for notation) from
three di1erent critical regions (c.r.).

Fig. 2 shows the power of the test based on Qn for the A2 family of alternatives,
see Section 4.1 below for notation, computed from three di1erent critical regions: the
one computed from (9), the one computed from (12) and the one computed from (11).
The critical value a is obtained by solving the equation:

−√
n
�an
	n;a

= c(;

where c( is the (1−()-quantile of the standard normal distribution. We have developed
a set of programs in Mathematica to compute these critical values. We reproduce some
of them in Table 2 in the appendix.

4. Power of Qn

4.1. Families of alternatives

We consider alternatives of the form F(x; )1; )2). In each case, one of )1; )2 is the
scale parameter and can be &xed to a given arbitrary value, without loss of generality.
(A1) Generalized Pareto

F(x; a; k) = 1−
(
1− k

a
x
)1=k

; a¿ 0;
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with 06 x¡∞, if k6 0, and 06 x6 a=k, if k ¿ 0. Observe that limk→0 F(x; a; k)=
Exp(0; a). See Choulakian and Stephens (1997) for notation and relations.
(A2) Gamma with shape parameter � and scale parameter , with density function

f(x; �; ) =
1

"(�)�
x�−1 e−x=; �; ¿ 0; x¿ 0:

In this case, F(x; 1; ) = Exp(0; ).
(A3) Weibull with shape parameter � and scale parameter , with density function

f(x; �; ) =
�
�
x�−1 exp{−(x=)�}; �; ¿ 0; x¿ 0:

In this case, F(x; 1; ) = Exp(0; ).
(A4) Generalized exponential with location parameter � and scale parameter .

F(x; �; ) = 1− e−(x−�)=; x¿ �;

with ¿ 0, −∞¡�¡+∞. Note that F(x; 0; ) = Exp(0; ).

4.2. Power comparisons

Power against an alternative distribution F(x; )1; )2) has been estimated by the rel-
ative frequency of values of the statistic in the critical region for N = 500 simulated
n-samples of F(x; )1; )2). For (x; )1; )2) we have taken distributions in each of the
A1–A4 families with one &xed parameter and let the other vary within its range. For
each family we have taken 30 di1erent values of the parameter.
We have compared Qn with the Shapiro–Wilk statistic for exponentiality

W =
n( Hx − x(1))2

(n− 1)∑n
i=1 (xi − Hx)2

; (16)

the Stephens’ modi&cation of the Shapiro–Wilk statistic

WS =
(
∑n

i=1 xi)
2

n(n+ 1)
∑n

i=1 x
2
i − n(

∑n
i=1 xi)

2
; (17)

the Gini statistic

G =
∑n

i=1 (2i − n− 1)x(i)
n(n− 1) Hx (18)

and

Q∗
n =

∑n
i=1 lix(i)∑n
i=1 bix(i)

; (19)

where, for i= 1; : : : ; n, li = (n− i) log(n− i)− (n− i+ 1) log(n− i+ 1)+ log(n), with
0 log 0 = 0, and bi = i=n − (n + 1)=(2n). This statistic, also derived from Hoe1ding’s
maximum correlation, was designed to test for the two-parameter exponential family
(see Fortiana and Gran-e, 1999). Its distribution is invariant under both translations and
dilations. For (16) we have used the critical values computed in Shapiro and Wilk
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Fig. 3. Power curves for the A1 family (a = 1), on the left, and for the A2 family ( = 1), on the right.

Fig. 4. Power curves for the A3 family ( = 1), on the left, and for the A4 family ( = 1), on the right.

(1972), for (17) the points computed in Stephens (1986), for (18) the points computed
in Gail and Gastwirth (1978) and for (19) the points computed in Fortiana and Gran-e
(1999).

4.3. Power curves

Figs. 3 and 4 show the power functions of the bilateral tests at the 5%-signi&cance
level, for n= 20. Note that for the A4 alternative W and Q∗

n are not suitable, because
both statistics are location and scale-free. Qn is more powerful than W and Q∗

n for all
the families studied. When the parameter is greater than that of the null hypothesis Qn
is less powerful than G and WS, while for smaller values of the parameter the power
of Qn is between G and WS.
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Appendix A. Critical values of Qn are given in Tables 1 and 2

Table 1
Exact critical values of Qn, for ( = 0:05

n Lower Upper n Lower Upper

5 0.254651 1.155460 11 0.454907 1.255941
6 0.304333 1.194334 12 0.474452 1.258626
7 0.344955 1.218537 13 0.491963 1.260081
8 0.378879 1.234278 14 0.507775 1.260478
9 0.407814 1.244687 15 0.522151 1.271918
10 0.432889 1.251537 20 0.578551 1.254820

Table 2
Critical values of Qn, for ( = 0:05, computed with the asymptotic approximation

n Lower-tail Upper-tail

15 0.510208 1.307932
20 0.568069 1.262297
25 0.609831 1.237242
30 0.640928 1.220525
35 0.665574 1.208114
40 0.685736 1.198272
45 0.702634 1.190129
50 0.717065 1.183190
55 0.729578 1.177151
60 0.740566 1.171810
65 0.750315 1.167029
70 0.759043 1.162704
75 0.766918 1.158761
80 0.774069 1.155141
85 0.780602 1.151799
90 0.786601 1.148698
95 0.792135 1.145807
100 0.797262 1.143103
125 0.818219 1.131754
150 0.833809 1.122967
175 0.845993 1.115870
200 0.855854 1.109965
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